PM PUBLISHING NEWS

New Global *PM World Journal* launched to Support the Creation and Sharing of Program and Project Management Knowledge

A major new online publication has been launched to support the creation and sharing of knowledge and experiences related to program and project management (P/PM). The New *PM World Journal* (*PMWJ*) is being published by PM World Inc, a US organization with advisors, correspondents and editors in Africa, Australia, Asia, Europe, Middle East, North and South America. The mission of the new non-refereed eJournal is to promote and support the creation and sharing of new P/PM knowledge; to showcase authors of that new knowledge; and to promote professional P/PM for solving more of the world’s problems.

The monthly *PMWJ* will include articles and papers in the following categories:

- Featured Papers – professionally researched, referenced and written papers
- Case Studies – write-ups about actual projects or programs, or how P/PM has been implemented
- Advisories – articles on how to solve a specific P/PM related problem or issue
- Commentaries – short articles expressing an opinion or point of view
- Student Papers – well written research papers prepared by students of P/PM
- Personal Stories – short descriptions of personal experiences
- Reports – updates about P/PM professional activities, events or developments
- Book Reviews – professionally written reviews of project management books
- News – articles about programs, projects and P/PM-related research, education, professional organizations, events, companies or people.
- Second Editions – papers that have been previously published in a language other than English or in previous years

According to Managing Editor David Pells (pictured), “We are excited about our new eJournal and its mission, to support the creation and sharing of new knowledge about program and project management. We want to publish articles and papers from authors around the world, those who are willing to share knowledge that could be useful for planning and managing all kinds of projects in many different environments.”

‘The publishing process is easy,” he adds. “Just email an article or paper to me; we will review and reformat it to our standard layout, then return it for author approval. We want to provide an easy and useful platform for sharing knowledge, that also provides authors with appropriate recognition and visibility.”
Pells is the former managing editor of the highly popular *PM World Today* eJournal, which ceased publication in March 2012. He brings over 35 years of professional project management experience to the new publication, including six years of editing and producing the former PMWT eJournal. A former member of the board of directors of the Project Management Institute (PMI®), he is a Fellow of PMI and an honorary Fellow of the Association for Project Management (APM) in the UK, Project Management Associates (PMA) in India, and the Russian Project Management Association SOVNET.

The contents of each month’s PMWJ will be archived in a new PM World Library, soon to be available at [www.pmworldlibrary.net](http://www.pmworldlibrary.net). As a major new benefit for authors of PMWJ articles and papers, each author will receive an Author Showcase webpage in the new library where her or his articles and papers will be showcased and available. This will provide an individual personalized archive for each PMWJ author. For those who publish many articles and papers, such a personal showcase page should be useful. The new PM World Library will also provide other information and services of value for P/PM professionals, practitioners, educators and students.

The *PM World Journal* is a global online project management publication published by PM World Inc. in the United States, but created by a virtual team of contributors and editors around the world. Each month, the *PM World Journal* features dozens of new articles and papers, and news stories about projects and project management in many countries and industries. To see the latest edition or to subscribe, visit [www.pmworldjournal.net](http://www.pmworldjournal.net).